
French coverage map 
 

  Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 1 Basic French words that can be spoken throughout the day: 
bonjour, au revoir, merci, s'il vous plaît 

Other opportunities:  
Simple French nursery rhyme: Une poule sur un mur, French picture books 

Year 2 Basic French words that can be spoken throughout the day: 
bonjour, au revoir, merci, s'il vous plaît 

Numbers to 10 
Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf, dix 

Other opportunities:  
Simple French nursery rhyme: une poule sur un mur, French picture books, Learn a French christmas song: Voici un petit sapin 

Year 3 French greetings with puppets  (Lessons 1-4) 
 
Puppets are used to help pupils learn how to introduce themselves, use 
appropriate greetings to say hello, goodbye and goodnight, and to ask and 
answer the question, ‘How are you feeling?’ 
 
Assessment lesson: Record puppets having a conversation with each other 

French adjectives of colour, size and shape (Lessons 1-4) 
 
Describing shapes using adjectives of colour and size, learning the position of 
adjectives relative to the noun; noting cognates and practising language skills 
 
 Assessment lesson: Labelled artwork of coloured shapes 

French playground games - numbers and age (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Counting in French from one to twelve, asking how old someone is and 
answering the same question, comparing sentence structures in French and 
English. 
 
Assessment lesson: (group) Instruction and resource pack for playing 
French playground games 

Year 4 In a French classroom (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Responding to common classroom instructions through games. Learning 
vocabulary for classroom items. Understanding that every French noun is 
either ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine.’  
 
Assessment lesson: Investigate different school bags (provided) and write 
grammatically correct sentences about each. 

Portraits - describing in French (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Learning adjectives for describing people’s physical appearance and their 
personality. Creating simple sentences ensuring that the adjectives agree 
with the gender of the noun. 
 
Assessment lesson: Portraits with descriptions 

A circle of life in French (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Using dictionary skills to develop animal vocabulary and habitat names and 
applying this vocabulary to create sentences and complete food chains. 
 
Assessment lesson: Completed food chain flips 

Year 5 Clothes - getting dressed in French (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Learning vocabulary to describe items of clothing, along with the different 
forms of the indefinite article. Expressing opinions about outfits in French.  
 
Assessment lesson: Labelled clothing catalogue (Whole class) 

French numbers, calendars and birthdays (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Learning French numbers 1-31, the days of the week, months of the year, 
dates and seasons through maths and songs and class surveys. Researching 
the dates of French festivals 
 
Assessment lesson: Have a french birthday party in class (for a teddy if 
there are no birthdays) 

French food - miam, miam! (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Learning food vocabulary and revising numbers to 100, this time in the 
context of money and prices. Developing language detective skills and 
confidence with practical conversational French. 
 
Assessment lesson: Create menu for a French cafe and take turns ordering 

Year 6 French monster pets (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Revising noun gender, using the correct article to go with nouns, making 
adjectives agree with the noun they describe and sentence constructions, 
placing the adjectives. 
 
Assessment lesson: Finished fact file for a ‘Fantastic beast’ 

Shopping in France (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Recognise number words in written form. Correctly pronounce two-digit 
numbers that have been generated randomly. Recall vocabulary by matching 
the correct pictures to the appropriate words. Join in with a story, using 
gestures and key vocabulary. Correctly sort word-cards by gender and apply 
the appropriate article. Highlight a range of known and easily recognisable 
vocabulary in a text. 
 
Assessment lesson: Decode and write about Ratatouille before making 
some as a class 

Verbs in a Week (Lessons 1-5) 
 
Attempt to read new verbs aloud with confidence and mostly accurate 
pronunciation. Create an opinion phrase using one of the new verbs. Work 
together to visually and orally present a verb in at least three different forms, 
with the appropriate pronoun. Work together to build a verb spinner and use it 
to generate appropriate phrases. Recognise and recall different parts of verbs 
‘avoir’ and ‘être’. Create an original short text, correctly adapting a range of 
verbs to their appropriate form.  
 
Assessment lesson: Completed ‘Work in the life of…’ for each child’s 
chosen character 



 


